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" Every individual matters. Every individual has a role
to play. Every individual makes a difference.”
These stirring words were delivered by the legendary Dr
Jane Goodall during the WNPS Public Lecture in May,
prompting every one of us to take on the responsibility of
caring for this world we live in, through every little decision
we make in our lives.
As we continue to struggle through the challenges of the
Covid-19 pandemic, certain destructive forces are using the
lockdown as a convenient cover to further their interests be
it land grabbing, deforestation, illegal sand mining and
other environmentally damaging activities which serve only
to benefit a select few. To add to this, we have experienced
one of the largest naval disasters in recent history, which
has devastated a large portion of Sri Lanka’s marine
environment. The X-Press Pearl maritime disaster has
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exposed our scant disregard for our national
oceanic resources. It has shone a light on our lack
of preparedness in protecting our marine
ecosystems from naval disasters which are
inevitable, due to Sri Lanka’s strategic position in
the global trade route. The WNPS Marine
Subcommittee has been quick to engage with the
unfolding activities and lend their services by
gathering some of the best and committed
scientists and experienced environmentalists, to
initiate several research and restoration programs
– one involving a Citizen Science approach, which
has had tremendous participation

To celebrate National Leopard Day proposed by
the WNPS on 1 August, the Society has planned
several initiatives, including the setting up of a
permanent Leopard Conservation and Research
Centre in Sri Lanka’s hill-country, where there are
heightened incidents of human-leopard conflict
and where the majority of leopard deaths have
occurred in the last few years. With the increasing
trend in leopard poaching incidents involving
snares and other traps, we call upon Society
members in the plantation areas to extend their
support by helping us expose any organized
criminal activity which may be instigating the
recent spate of leopard poaching incidents.

On the 12th of August we mark the World Elephant
Day,
the
Human
Elephant
Coexistence
Subcommittee has arranged a series of activities to
draw attention to the plight of the Sri Lankan
Elephant including a photography competition titled
‘For the Sri Lankan Elephant’ which is open to the
general public.
Similarly, I would like to extend an invitation to all
WNPS Society Members across Sri Lanka to support
the WNPS conservation agenda being carried out by
each of our 18 Subcommittees, which are currently
continuing their excellent work, despite restrictions
imposed by the ongoing pandemic. The Society has
adapted with the times by embracing technology
and not let the pandemic affect our momentum - for this we should all be proud.
With the authorities acting with absolute impunity,
the onus on protecting and safeguarding our
precious biodiversity for future generations relies
heavily on those who are genuinely committed to
the cause of safeguarding and protecting our
natural environment. The time is now to proactively
engage in the conservation effort and we sincerely
call upon our members to do your utmost in
whatever way possible by supporting the Society in
all its initiatives.
Spencer Manuelpillai
President, WNPS

X-Press Pearl Disaster
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UPDATE
FROM
YOUTH WING

In the past quarter, the Youth Wing has
celebrated many international environmental
days and initiated multiple social media series.
In April, the Youth Wing ran a social media
campaign titled "Zero Waste Week", and in
June, to honour World Environment and the
start of the United Nations Decade on
Ecosystem
Restoration,
a
short
story
competition has been launched.
We cast the spotlight on "Cracking the Code of
Carbon Footprinting" with Sanith de S.
Wijeyeratne during the month of May.
The Youth Wings popular comic-style series,
Ms Neeta's Classroom, featured important
lessons on endemism, renewable energy and
carbon footprint during the month.

Lanka's biodiversity, Climate Change, Pollution,
Deforestation, and citizens environmental rights and
responsibilities.
Further,
we
have
actively
collaborated with the Wilderness and Wildlife
Protection Society of Royal College, hosting
workshops and writing articles for the school's
magazine.
The British Council of Sri Lanka invited us to deliver a
special public lecture to celebrate World Environment
Day. This lecture was conducted successfully on 3rd
June.
The past three months have been exciting for the
Youth Wing, and we are confident that the upcoming
months will be even more exciting! Stay tuned!

We are thrilled to be back engaging with
schoolchildren via online platforms, despite
the continuing travel restrictions.Multiple
awareness sessions have been conducted with
students at Royal College, St Nicholas Senior
School, Ladies College, and D.S. Senanayake
College. These sessions have covered Sri
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Habitat Restoration At Green Isle
Only a very few events have been successfully
carried out so far this year at the Bellanvila-Attidiya
sanctuary and priority is being given to the
maintenance of the ponds created last year and
monitoring of the growth of plants.
In early April, 300 plants were funded and planted
by the Standard Chartered Bank, an event which
was organized by the Department of Wildlife
Conservation. Unfortunately, less than desirable
weather conditions in April caused leaf-death in
some of the plants and lead to the death of some. It
has been observed that the survival rate of very
young plants below 3 feet inheight is poor and any
donors are requested to provide either root-balled
plants or plants that are over 3 feet in height.

Have you read our
latest Loris & Warana?
Click the covers to read our latest issues!
wnpssl.org/publications

DONATE
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We need your support.
All donations to the Society assist in our conservation
efforts. Click the link and donate today.
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Update- The LRS System
Current situation
We are continuing to work with our 4 existing sites
and record data on how the LRS is performing. In
preparation for a pulling together white paper on
the LRS, we will also be identifying control sites
which are similar to the existing locations. The
control sites will act as a baseline to determine the
efficacy of the LRS solution. Unfortunately due to
the prevailing condition in the country, we have
been unable to travel to these locations to kick
start our work.
The next phase of the LRS
Jehan CanagaRetna presented the LRS proposal at
the National Symposium on Human Elephant
Conflict in March 2021 organized by the Center of
Environmental Justice (CEJ). A number of experts
provided positive feedback on the LRS and Dr
Pruthuviraj Fernando wanted to run a couple of
different scenarios in order to scientifically prove
that the LRS does mitigate and repel elephants
entering a particular area. The different scenarios
include the LRS being used in conjunction with his
agricultural fencing initiative and at some sites to
trigger the LRS with a sensor when elephants are
present within the range of the sensor. The
purpose of these two approaches was to identify if
the elephants get habituated to the LRS as it then
means the LRS will become less effective.

Expanding the sites
We plan on extending the study to another 21
locations around Anuradhapura, Galgamuwa,
Ampara, Mattala, Sigiriya and Monaragala in
the coming months. We want to monitor 25
locations in total and hope to complete all the
installations by October 2021. However, these
plans have been further delayed due to travel
restrictions and lockdowns that we are
currently going through. We are working on
getting corporate sponsors on board to fund
this work.
The work of Dr Tempe Adams
We have also connected with Dr Tempe Adams
from
Elephant
Without
Borders
(https://elephantswithoutborders.org/)
who
works in Botswana. Dr. Adams who is
Australian from the University of New South
Wales is a Research Coordinator with Elephant
Without Borders is currently testing a similar
system to the LRS to mitigate HEC near Chobe
National Park in Botswana. Encouragingly, the
results she seen so far are aligned with what
we have found as well. However she did
mention that she has had to change a number
of variables periodically to avoid the elephants
from being habituated. Something we too had
in our plans for future phases of the LRS.

We will be purchasing Passive Infrared Sensor
(PIR) triggered lights to test that will trigger the LRS
at two or three of our locations.
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ROAR PROJECT

Restoration of the lost ecosystem at Diyakothakanda which commenced in 2016 continues in its 5th
year.Limited rainfall earlier in the year proved fatal to some of the recently planted saplings. This
being the case, the growth of pioneer plants in Zone A shows improvement and improvement has
been detected in the soil condition particularly in this zone.
Removal of kekilla regrowth, which erodes soil fertility continues in all 3 zones (Zone A, Zone B and
Zone C). New saplings will be planted in certain parts of zone B while zone C shows stunted growth in
plants resulting from very poor soil conditions and harsh environmental conditions that the area is
exposed to.
Field visits on 9th and 10th of April with Prof. Nimal Gunetilleke and Dr. Suranjan Fernando focusing
on phase 3 of the project were successful and a proposed strategy is to be implemented in the coming
months.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION
‘FOR THE SRI LANKAN ELEPHANT
organised by the WNPS

Classified Endangered (EN) by the
International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) Red List, The Sri Lankan
Elephant (Elephant maximus maximus)
is an iconic species in urgent need of
conservation.
Sri Lanka is ranked as the country which
has the highest human-elephant
conflict (HEC) in the world.
Deforestation, unplanned development,
and encroachment into wildlife habitats
have led to a steep rise in HEC incidents
and approximately 100 people and 300
elephants lose their lives annually - an
alarming trend that is set to continue
this year too. In the last 10 years alone
over 2953 elephants have lost their lives
to the HEC, highlighting the gravity of
this conservation challenge.

WNPS Human Elephant CoExistence Subcommittee works exclusively on initiatives to help
mitigate the HEC and to protect Sri Lanka's elephants for our future generations.
To celebrate World Elephant Day on 12 August 2021 and to celebrate this majestic species we are
privileged to share our land with, the Human-Elephant Co-existence Subcommittee of the WNPS
will be running a photography competition from 10 July - 5 August 2021.
Titled 'For the Sri Lankan Elephant', the competition will focus on celebrating this unique species
while highlighting the ongoing challenges of the human-elephant conflict through the below entry
categories:
1.
2.
3.

The Elephant : Open Category
Human-Elephant Conflict : Open Category
The Elephant : Junior Category (under 15 years of age)

If you would like to participate in this competition please submit your entries via the online form
by 5 August 2021.
The form is available at https://forms.gle/C7DVV1oEXpuq3RLs6
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An hour with a legend – June Public
Lecture featuring Dr Jane Goodall
WNPS members and non-members were treated to a
memorable hour with one of the greats from the global
conservation community during the June WNPS Public
Lecture.
Dr. Goodall is an ethologist and environmentalist and has
received many awards and honorary degrees, authored
books for adults and children and featured in numerous
documentaries and films.
She is a United Nations Messenger of Peace and the
founder of the Jane Goodall Institute as well as the Roots
and Shoots program, which is active in over 65 countries,
inspiring millions of young people around the world and
focusing on empowering young people to care for the
world they inherit.

Over 5,000 viewers tuned into this once in a lifetime opportunity to listen to Dr Goodall, as she spoke
exclusively to the Sri Lankan community and answered many questions on what inspires her as an
environmentalist, what she hopes for the future and what she had to say to both children and adults, in
terms of our contribution to protecting the natural world.
“You cannot get through a single day without having an impact on the world around you. What
you do makes a difference, and you have to decide what kind of difference you want to make.”
Dr Goodall emphasized the power of collective individual actions and the need for sustainability in every
area of our lives. She encouraged us to draw from the indomitable human spirit, to never give up hope
and to continue doing our best to make this a better place for humans and animals.
During a time when humanity is facing a crisis of unprecedented proportions, whilst every country on
Earth is fighting the devastating effects of the Coronavirus, she reached into our hearts, to remind us that
we are all connected and that we need to show compassion towards the animals who share this world
with us.
Dr Goodall firmly believes that children are some of the best influencers and that it is so important to
mold young minds early in their lives, to care about the natural world. “You as an individual matter. What
you do matters!” – those were her words of empowerment to the youth. WNPS wholeheartedly agrees
and we aim to create Sri Lanka’s next generation of conservationists, through the many programs we
have focusing on youth and children such as Wild Kids, Youth Wing and Youth Ambassadors. We are
proud to announce that WNPS Youth Wing will also be launching the Sri Lankan chapter of Roots &
Shoots in the coming weeks.
Dr Goodall is proof that you do not need to be loud and aggressive to influence change, in her gentle
voice, she has persuaded people the world over, to start treating animals with respect, to understand
that we are all connected and that every decision we make and everything we do, has an impact on the
world around us… so it is up to us to make that change count.
WNPS is grateful for the support of our longstanding Partners, Nations Trust Bank for their continued
collaboration in making the WNPS Monthly Lecture series a success.
If you would like to watch Dr Goodall’s lecture, please click here.
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Missed a lecture?
Not to worry, we have you covered!
Our lectures are now available online.
wnpssl.org/events/lectures/
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Marine Committe Update

RESPONDING TO THE
X-PRESS PEARL
DISASTER

In line with its remit, the WNPS Marine Subcommittee has
initiated a Citizen Science approach to assessing the damage
done to the marine ecosystem by the X-Press Pearl naval
disaster by collecting data and mapping the distribution of
plastic nurdles - the polymer pellets washed ashore from the
cargo of the stricken vessel. This initiative is conducted in
collaboration with the Biodiversity Secretariat of the Ministry
of Environment, Ocean Affairs Division of the Foreign Ministry,
Marine Environment Protection Authority (MEPA), National
Aquatic Resources Research and Development Agency (NARA),
Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) and Forest
Department.
The data will be compiled and analyzed with expert guidance
and will be handed over to all relevant government agencies
to better inform their decision-making process. Through this
initiative, WNPS wishes to test the Citizen Science approach to
generating scientific data, as we find this to be a great
opportunity for collaboration in the damage-assessment
process , in a crisis situation such as this.

REGENARATING
MANGROVES
Protecting mangrove ecosystems are a critical facet of
marine coastal conservation in Sri Lanka. The Marine
Subcommittee’s work on the Accelerated Natural
Mangrove Regeneration (ANRM) Project in Anawilundawa
has been successful in attracting corporate Sponsors.
Hemas Ltd has generously contributed towards the
regeneration of 6 blocks of the habitat and will also be
sponsoring a major part of the extensive scientific activity
associated with the project. The recruitment of a
dedicated research officer, who will report to Prof.
Sevvandi Jayakody, the chief scientist for the project, is
now in progress.
.
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CHATS BY THE SEA

Increasing marine pollution, coastal erosion, illegal
fishing methods, over extraction of resources, and
demands of unregulated tourism, continue to negatively
impact Sri Lanka’s marine envrionment. Our knowledge
and understanding of the vast oceans are limited. Chats
By the Sea is an ongoing lecture series, exploring the
biodiversity of our Oceans . The June lecture featured Dr.
Malik Fernando’s research on a current project being
conducted by the Marine Subcommittee on the Mount
Lavinia Hotel Rocky Shore.
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MT LAVINIA ROCKY
SHORE – STUDY
The WNPS Marine Subcommittee will work
towards
creating
a
compilation
of
records, observations and visuals of the
unique topography and biodiversity of the
Rocky Shore of Mt Lavinia. It has been a
place of learning for students throghout
the years, who visit this area to study the
diverse marine flora and fauna in this
unique habitat.
This project will be carried out with the
objective of cascading this information, to
all the people who use the beach for
research and recreation and to ensure
that the future generations are made
aware of the importance of this unique
ecosystem so that they may be inspired
to conserve and protect it for many more
years. The future of environmental
conservation
relies
on
community
engagement to support Science, and the
WNPS aims to educate the general public
in a meaningful and accessible manner.

This project will be led and designed by Dr Malik Fernando, who has spent many hours studying the
marine life diving in these waters over the last 40 years or more. The WNPS will also glean the many
years of knowledge of Mr. Rex De Silva and Mr. Arjan Rajasuriya who also have extensive knowledge
of this area.
Dr Malik will also mentor a team of students who will join the WNPS on this fascinating journey,
together with Dr Jagath Gunawardena, who will record and document the fascinating bird life that
adds to the thriving marine ecosystem. Together, this will result in a vast repository of knowledge
that can be shared and studied for many years. The objective is to help safeguard this special
marine ecosystem, home to many species of marine flora and fauna, a place of education as well as
enjoyment for families through many generations, and a source of sustainable livelihoods for many
fishermen, and to help protect and conserve it for future generations.
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Creative Waste
Management Ideas for
Youngsters
by Wild Kids
Household waste is one of the biggest
environmental and social issues in Sri
Lanka and every one of us contributes
to

this

problem.

The

more

conscientious amongst us find ways to
compost our biodegradable waste and
minimize the non-biodegradable waste,
as much as possible. In an idyllic world,
we

would

not

produce

any

non-

biodegradable waste and would be
living in a circular economy, where
single-use

items

are

almost

non-

existent in our households… but that
day is a long way away for us Sri
Lankans!
The ‘waste-LESS’ mindset is one born
from education and awareness.. you’ve

WNPS Wild Kids are helping youngsters learn about the
issues of waste-management at a young age, through the
‘Upcycling Competition’; aimed at promoting upcycling
and recycling ideas amongst children aged 5 – 8 and 9 –
12. The main goals of the competition were to encourage
young children to reduce waste and teach them the
value of recycling and upcycling. The mission of Wild Kids
is

to

culture

a

sense

of

responsibility

for

our

environment by creating opportunities for youngsters to
think outside the box, whilst applying their creativity to
solve real world problems.
The designs were judged along the areas of creativity,
long-term

use

of

upcycled

product,

environmental

benefit. The winners received cash prizes, a Tikiri Savings
account courtesy of our main sponsors, watches, bags,
mugs, toys, and other goodies

got to understand the problem, to
really care about it.
Winners of 5- 8 Age Category

1st Place- Senethi Dimansa

2nd Place- Evmi Senalya

1st Place- Rasheli Dewmi

2nd Place- Kimberley Wijesuriya

Winners of 8-12 Age Category

3rd Place- Umar Akmal

3rd Place- M. I.M. Bilal
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WNPS Car Badges!
Ptre -Order - 2000/=
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Human Leopard Conflicts!

Carcass of a leopard

In 2020, 13 leopard deaths were recorded, out of which 11 were due to illegal snaring. Snares
are the leading cause of death among Sri Lanka’s leopards. As of July 12th, there have been 6
reported leopard deaths in 2021, 4 of which have been deliberate killings in hill country estates.
There is a clear trend of increasing leopard killings across tea-estates and plantations in the hillcountry. The number of annual leopard deaths could be far greater than what is reported, with
much of these deaths going unreported for fear of being persecuted.
The Sri Lankan leopard is listed as a Vulnerable (VU) species by the IUCN Red List. The HumanLeopard conflict in the hill country has intensified in the last few years as more wildlife habitat
is encroached upon due to human activities. Furthermore, with the advent of the Covid 19
pandemic, most estate persons that were working in Colombo lost their jobs and have gone
back to their estates. It is suspected that a lot of these individuals, due to the lack of income
have resorted to full time poaching, thereby reducing the Leopard's natural prey species. This
has resulted in leopards presenting themselves more frequently in human habituated areas in
search of easy prey, like dogs, cattle and other livestock. The human-leopard conflict is
intensifying year on year and there is still a clear lack of understanding of the unique challenges
faced by this species, especially in the area they seem to be most vulnerable, in Sri Lanka's hillcountry. Focused conservation efforts are needed to protect this iconic Sri Lankan species for
future generations.
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PRESS RELEASE:
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY AT
AKASA CHAITYA

The Wildlife & Nature Protection Society (WNPS) has learned that the Director General of the
Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) has given permission for three officials of the
Archaeological Department to conduct a survey around the iconic Akasa Chaitya (Elephant Rock)
inside Yala National Park. While WNPS has yet to find out the real purpose and scope of the
survey, it is deeply concerning that, as per reliable sources, unauthorized personnel have
entered the Park without formal permission, accompanied by members of the armed forces,
and visited the said survey site. This has been a reoccurring situation for the last 10-12 years
and WNPS is aware that interested parties have an ambition to lay claim to the ancient Akasa
Chaitya site, as a place of pilgrimage, and to build a road there from Situlpahuwa.
Should such a road be built, apart from it being a breach of Sri Lankan law according to the
Fauna & Flora Protection Ordinance (FFPO), it would lead to the catastrophic demise of one of
Sri Lanka’s premier National Parks, famous the world-over as being the best place to
photograph leopard in their wild habitat. In addition, the large-scale habitat degradation such a
road would cause, the inevitable displacement of wildlife, and the influx of swarms of
unsupervised visitors, will destroy the value of Yala National Park and eventually discourage
foreign visitors from seeking it out, as a must-visit tourist attraction in Sri Lanka. The resulting
economic loss from such an impact on visitor numbers will seriously impact local and National
economies, both already reeling from the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.
As such, the WNPS fervently hopes that this is nothing more than an archaeological survey of an
ancient site, and not a feint for more sinister purpose; the construction of an illegal road that
would not only result in Court proceedings, but also the condemnation of wildlife lovers of Sri
Lanka, and of the world. Can Sri Lanka really afford the true 'cost' of such a road?
15
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FEATURED NEWS
CLICK THE LINKS TO READ MORE

WNPS is proud to announce that they
will be sponsoring outfits for DWC
field-officers at selected Protected
Areas. This sponsorship was made
possible by the generous donation of
Mercantile Investments who
contributed significantly towards the
project along with support from MAS
Holdings, BAM Holdings and many
other well-wishers.

MERCANTILE INVESTMENTS PARTNERS
WITH WNPS TO SPONSOR OUTFITS FOR
DWC FIELD OFFICERS

NATIONS TRUST BANK
EXTENDS PARTNERSHIP
WITH WNPS FOR THE 5TH
CONSECUTIVE YEAR
Continuing
its
commitment
to
environmental stewardship, Nations Trust
Bank recently renewed its partnership with
the Wildlife and Nature Protection Society
(WNPS). The Bank signed an agreement to
become the sole sponsor of WNPS’s
publications – ‘LORIS’, ‘Warana/Varanam’
biannual
magazines
and
‘The
Jungle
Telegraph’ quarterly newsletter in addition
to funding the organization’s Monthly
Lecture series.
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WNPS FORGES NEW GROUND THROUGH
PRIVATE LAND ACQUISITION FOR
BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION

PLANT - WNPS’ Preserving Land and
Nature Trust, was set up with the aim
of acquiring privately owned lands
for the purpose of conservation
(outright or on a long-term lease) and
to collect funds through the Trust, to
purchase lands for the purpose of
conservation. Sustainable forestgrown Ceylon tea brand Kaley Teas
will be partnering with WNPS on this
ground-breaking PLANT initiative.

D.L. & F. DE SARAM
PARTNERS WITH WNPS & THE
UNIVERSITY OF
SABARAGAMUWA ON THE
DUNG BEETLE RESEARCH
PROJECT

WNPS is delighted to announce that D.L. & F. De
Saram has come onboard as one of the main
sponsors of the Dung Beetle Project. D.L. & F. De
Saram is one of Sri Lanka’s oldest law firms,
offering a wide range of legal services for
individuals, corporate, domestic, and
international clients.

Spanning three generations of passion and
commitment over 99 years, the Colombo
Jewellery Store (CJS) is a landmark in luxury
fashion and jewellery in Sri Lanka. Proving
they are a business with heart, and not just
a pioneer in high quality gem and jewellery,
CJS has developed a strong reputation for
using its brand awareness to inspire social
conscience on environmental issues. It is
no coincidence, therefore, that it would
choose to partner with an organization of
like longevity, the 127 year old Wildlife &
Nature Protection Society (WNPS), to make
this happen.

The Colombo Jewellery Store partners
with the WNPS to save Wild Elephants
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Nations Trust Bank (NTB) has further cemented their
sponsorship with the Society by supporting the Jungle
Telegraph and making them the Society's sole sponsor for
all its publications.
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